
More  
than a 
Hundred

In our work with children, we often share the beauty of children’s thinking as 
it unfolds by documenting what is said. This is one way to see the child 
before us, but of course, not the only way. Loris Malaguzzi’s poem, The 
Hundred Languages of Children, is a provocation for us, the grown-ups, to 
see more, listen more, and value more, every child. By giving voice to the 
rights of children, Malaguzzi reminds us, the adults in their lives to rethink 
what we think we know about children and to marvel in the more than a 
hundred ways that children come to know their many worlds, connect with 
one another, and along the way discover themselves. 


The images below narrate moments from this past week as they make 
visible the extraordinariness found with children throughout the day.


While several children were capturing 
connections up close, the invitation for 
interaction from afar was presented in 
the form of a lit projector.  


This child’s interlude with light and 
shadow in relation to her own cause 
and effect upon the wall, the bamboo, 
and the work her peers were doing 
begins in wonder, but turns to joy as 
the connections she predicted came 
to life on the wall a distance away. 


“My shadow” she whispers, as her 
tiny hand is transformed into a blown 
up antagonist of light. Moving her 
fingers she enters the story her peers 
are capturing through digital images 
across the room. 


Soon other children want to share in 
her discovery as they, too, begin a 
narrative of their own with the reality 
of what is physically there and the 
reality that they are creating.


Birds are the perfect protagonists in our outdoor classroom. They entice us with their sounds, their ability of 
flight, their magic feathers, and their untouchability.  For the past month, the children have been trying to 
feed the birds in an attempt to connect with them in a way that is impossible without food.  But the children 
have also learned that getting the birds to trust them depends on more than just food.  On this day, a child 
who usually delights in chasing the birds pauses to experience the birds in a different way. As K.M. (the child 
in blue) passes on her knowledge of how to become “friends” with the birds, here R.I. discovers how 
patience and trust take time and even a bit of staying still.

An inquiry that begins with a child’s mesmerization of colored light soon leads E.H. to a discovery of the many ways it 
travels, gets trapped, intensifies, dims, bends, changes, brightens and dazzles. Each material—the finger lights, the foil 
tree, the colored blocks, the translucent plexiglass, and the glass chunks, lends itself to interactions between one 
another. E.H. becomes the scientist as he discovers the properties of each variable, changing his formulas to create 
different compositions of light.

A challenge to work with wire and clay leads to the 
“Ultimate, ultimate, ultimate, ultimate, ultimate, ultimate…
connection.” If L.O. had one hundred fingers to count he 
would have kept going, that’s how ultimate it was for him. 


In the process, L.O. reminds us of what Malaguzzi spoke of 
in his poem. “The child is made of one hundred. The child 
has one hundred languages, one hundred hands, one 
hundred thoughts, one hundred ways of thinking, of playing, 
of speaking. A hundred, always a hundred ways of listening, 
of marveling, of loving, a hundred joys for singing and 
understanding, a hundred worlds to discover, a hundred 
worlds to invent, a hundred worlds to dream…”

We have to let children be with children. Children learn a lot from other children, and 
adults learn from children being with children. Children love to learn among themselves, 
and they learn things that would never be possible to learn from interactions with an 
adult. The interaction between children is a very fertile and a very rich relationship. If it is 
left to ferment without adult interference and without that excessive assistance that we 
sometimes give, then it’s more advantageous to the child.  -Loris Malaguzzi 
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